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Eisenhower Presidential Library When Eisenhower was US President, he designed a well laid-out house. Eisenhower was also
the proud owner of a very artistic wife: Julie Neal. So I was really excited when I read a book called “The President’s House:

The Design and Construction of the White House”. The book showed some interesting pictures from the early concept stages of
the White House. From this design, I ended up with some ideas for my home and I thought it would be interesting to share them
with you. Let me present to you my interpretation of the Eisenhower presidential style. I hope you will enjoy it as much as I did.
1. The door. Not really a complicated idea. I’m sure you can come up with something more unique, but for me this one was the
only option. 2. The living room. A long room with a surprisingly low ceiling. It is easy to change the theme depending on the

colors that you choose. 3. The dining room. Pretty simple. A fire place will be nice, and not very expensive.Q: How to display
all the data points as a colored line I am using a chart (PieChart) to display the data points from SQL Server as a single line on
the X axis. I can get the first data point to display but all the others are not visible. How can I have the SQL Server data points

display as a single colored line instead of just a square? Thanks for any help! Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() Dim
myData As Chart
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